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Currently Reading. Read. Other editions. Enlarge cover. In emphasizing the kabbalistic elements of Bruno's thought León-Jones rejects the view put forward by Frances Yates in Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition that Bruno was a Hermetic magus, whose goal was to proselytize for a revival of the ancient Egyptian religion encapsulated in the Corpus Hermeticum. Instead, she sees him as a mystic and Kabbalist who actually practiced Kabbalah: "Nowhere has it been observed that Bruno does not merely 'define' or 'use' the Kabbalah in his writings. León-Jones concedes that Bruno did not read Hebrew. Consequently his knowledge of the Kabbalah came through secondary sources (the translations of Ficino, Pico, and Flavius Mithradites and the writings of Agrippa and Reuchlin)."
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